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Complete test systems for gas/water fitters

Pre-test on gas pipes (1 bar test pressure) 

Part no.Ordering data for Accessories Recommended kit: 

High pressure set with case (without instrument) 

Pressure drop test set, 200 mbar

Test pump, greater than 500 mbar

Single-pipe counter cap

Two-valve branch

Single-valve stop

LW connection hose

Conical test stop 1/2" and 3/4"

High pressure stage stop 3/8", 1/2", 3/4" and 1"

Leak detection spray

System case 

Pressure test on water pipes (3-5 bar test pressure) 

Quick and efficient. You can test the stability
and pressure drop in gas and water pipes
quickly, conveniently and efficiently using
the electronic testo 312 pressure gauge. The
results are printed out on the Testo printer.

Using Testo´s slide rule, you can determine
the usability of gas pipes in the matter of
seconds. Thanks to its robustness, the
complete testing system is ideal for use by
gas/water fitters. 

0554 3153Pressure drop test set 200 mbar, incl. manual bulb pump, hoses, T-fitting with
valve, conical test stopper 1/2" 

0554 3157High pressure test pump (for test pressures greater than 500 mbar) 

0554 3156Single-pipe counter cap, connects test fittings to pipe 
Simply dismantle gas counter, attach single-pipe counter cap and connect hose 

0554 3161Two-valve branch (brass) to connect 2 or more pipes, can be blocked off
separately 

0554 3162Single-valve stop to block off pipe 
e.g. when changing hoses during a test 

0554 3158LW 6 connection hose 
To connect junction/single-pipe counter cap or for extension purposes 

0554 3151Conical test plug 1/2" to connect test fittings to gas pipe 
Connects test fittings to pipe 

0554 3155Conical test plug 3/4" to connect test fittings to gas pipe 
Connects test fittings to pipe 

0554 3152Conical test stop 1" to connect test fittings to gas pipe 
Connects test fittings to pipe 

0554 3163High pressure stage stop 3/8" and 3/4" 
To connect test fittings to gas pipe 

0554 3164High pressure stage stop 1/2" and 1" 
To connect test fittings to gas pipe 

0554 3166Leak detection spray 
To detect leaks (bubbles appear) in gas pipes 

0554 3165System case made of aluminium, for the complete test system 
Ensures orderly storage of case contents

0554 3169Slide rule to quickly determine usability 

0520 0225DKD calibration certificate/Pressure
Differential and positive pressure; 6 measuring points distributed over meas. range (> 0.6% of fsv)

See opposite page for suitable testo 312-2, testo 312-3 pressure
gauges and accessories
See Chapter on Indoor Air Quality for information on the testo 316-1
electronic gas leak detector

Please order the testo 312-3 or testo 312-2
suited to your requirements (see opposite
page)

Part no. 0563 0314

Test system set 

consisting of testo 312-3 pressure gauge,
TopSafe for testo 312, printer, testo 316-1 gas
leak detector, TopSafe for testo 316-1, pressure
drop test set 200mbar, test pump, single-pipe
counter cap, two-valve branch, single-valve stop,
LW 6 connection hose, conical test plugs 1/2",
3/4", high pressure stage plugs 3/8", 3/4", 1/2",
1", leak detection spray, slide rule, system case

Including instruments 

Part no. 0554 3160

Pre-test and main test on gas
pipes 

Pressure test on water pipes 

Accurately determines usability 
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